Welcome to the fifth Oresund Rally

Oresund Rally enters its fifth year, and from the start
the classic cars have been a central part of the rally.
Here former "Monte-winners" Svein Lund and Tore
Fredriksen start their Datsun 240 Z in 2014.

Now Dansk Rally Club invites all Danish, Norwegian,
Swedish, German and other Northern European
regularity rally drivers to participate in the fifth
Oresund Rally. This year the rally takes place on
Saturday, 9 May over 240 kilometers on Zealand with
start and Finish in Roskilde.

Coming from abroad, you may want too stay nice and
cheap from Friday 8 to Saturday 9 May at the Scandic
Roskilde. It only costs DKK 950 for two persons in a
luxurious double room with breakfast and all
amenities. Booking via Regulations.

Why not bring your family and send them on
sight-seeing in Roskilde. The city has great shopping,
and the famous Cathedral is in the middle of the city.

If you stay at Scandic Roskilde from Saturday to
Sunday, there are plenty of opportunities for
sightseeing on Sunday, for example, with a Viking ship
from the Viking Ship Museum, before heading home.

The winner takes it all: Oresund Classic Rally was won
in 2011 and 2012 by Norwegian teams. In 2013 and
2014 the winners were Lars and Simon Hjort from
Denmark. Who is going to win in 2015?

Oresund Rally is created by Danish Rally Club with
Arne Pagh as clerk of the course while Karin and
Eskild Steen selected the twisty roads to be used.
Michael Eisenberg from Intercom is event organizer.

In 2015, the Oresund Rally is again part of FDM
DASU Classic, the unofficial Danish Regularity Rally
Championship. Therefore, the entry fee is at the same
level as other Danish rallies in this category, only DKK
600. It is incredibly cheap for 240 km rallying. And it
makes it cheaper to attend if you come from Norway
or Sweden or other destinations abroad

Meals: Along the way, we serve breakfast and lunch.
At the finish, you can buy a nice evening meal. Price
DKK 189 per. person. Payment via Regulations.
T

2. Round FDM DASU Classic
1. Round NEZ Regularity Championship
Oresund Rally is also counting as the 1st Round of
NEZ Regularity Championship. We thank you from
the heart for the confidence and will do everything to
make sure Oresund Rally is a worthy rally in this
championship.

Regulations: Available in Danish, German and
English. See them on the newly revised website,
www.oresundrally.org.
In the regulations you will find links to registration
and payment of entry fee. On our website you will find
all relevant information, and there are plenty of photos
from Oresund Rally 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.
The organizers of Oresund Rally 2015 have done
everything possible to create a compact, demanding
rally on the beautiful Zealand roads.
We hope that many rally teams from Denmark and
neighboring countries will participate in the fifth
Oresund Rally, a rally that we aim to make a tradition
for many years into the future.
Welcome

Rally format: Oresund Rally is a true regularity rally.
It is run by using maps in the scale of 1:100,000 being
reproduced to 1:50,000. There is no etching or
tampering with maps. The route is determined by
driving through arrows or points in correct order using
the shortest route. A significant part of the course
consists of timed stages with self start (not tourist
class). All classes drive on good roads only.

Michael
Eisenberg,
Event organizer

